Areas of emphasis include:
* Digital literacies
* Internet studies
* Professional and technical communication
* Theories of writing
* Writing pedagogies
* Rhetorics of law and medicine
* Rhetorical theory

Why the University of Minnesota - Twin Cities?
* Work and learn at a research-intensive university in a dynamic, urban environment
* Access to major research libraries & archives
* Numerous opportunities for primary research in workplace and non-profit settings
* The Department of Writing Studies is the home of the international research quarterly Written Communication

More information is available by email at writ@umn.edu or at our website: writingstudies.umn.edu/grad/rstc.html.

Composition on Campus

Cross-Talk in Comp Theory: A Reader, 3rd Edition
Edited by Victor Villanueva and Kristin L. Arola

The 3rd edition of this invaluable anthology features eight new essays, including six in the new technology section, "Virtual Talk: Composing Beyond the Word."

No. 09779
$34.95 member
$46.95 nonmember

What Is “College-Level” Writing? Volume 2 Assignments, Readings, and Student Writing Samples
Edited by Patrick Sullivan, Howard Tinberg, and Sheridan Blau

This sequel to What Is “College-Level” Writing? (2006) highlights the practical aspects of teaching writing. By design, the essays in this collection focus on things all English and writing teachers concern themselves with on a daily basis—assignments, readings, and real student writing.

ISBN: 978-0-8141-5676-6
No. 56766
$34.95 member
$46.95 nonmember

Shaping literacy for tomorrow, today.
Visit our website: https://secure.ncte.org/store/
or call toll-free: 1-877-369-6283
Recognizing the transformative power of the classroom

*Pedagogy* is an innovative journal that has energized the conversation concerning teaching excellence in higher education, stimulating new and exciting developments for undergraduate and graduate instruction in English studies. A print subscription includes online access to back content since 2000.

Read a sample issue online at pedagogy.dukejournals.org.

Subscription information

Three issues annually
Online access and RSS feeds are included.

Individuals: $25
Students: $17
Single issues: $10

To order, please call 888-651-0122 (toll-free in the US and Canada) or 919-688-5134, or e-mail subscriptions@dukeupress.edu. For more information, visit dukeupress.edu/pedagogy.
Dan Chaon

**STAY AWAKE**
Stories
BALLANTINE BOOKS | CLOTH | 272 PAGES | $25.00

Edwidge Danticat

**CREATE DANGEROUSLY**
_The Immigrant Artist at Work_
VINTAGE | PAPER | 208 PAGES | $14.95

E. L. Doctorow

**ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD**
New and Selected Stories
RANDOM HOUSE | PAPER | 304 PAGES | $15.00

Marjorie Garber

**THE USE AND ABUSE OF LITERATURE**
PANTHEON | CLOTH | 336 PAGES | $28.95
_PAPERBACK AVAILABLE APRIL 2012_

William H. Gass

**LIFE SENTENCES**
Literary Judgments and Accounts
KNOPF | CLOTH | 368 PAGES | $28.95

Jay Heinrichs

**WORD HERO**
_A Fiendishly Clever Guide to Crafting the Lines that Get Laughs, Go Viral, and Live Forever_
THREE RIVERS PRESS | PAPER | 352 PAGES | $14.00

Paul Hendrickson

**HEMINGWAY’S BOAT**
Everything He Loved in Life, and Lost, 1934–1961
KNOPF | CLOTH | 544 PAGES | $30.00

Jay-Z

**DECODED**
SPIEGEL & GRAU | PAPER | 352 PAGES | $25.00

Jonathan Lethem

**THE ECSTASY OF INFLUENCE**
Nonfictions, Etc.
DOUBLEDAY | CLOTH | 464 PAGES | $27.95

**POETRY IN PERSON**
Twenty-five Years of Conversation with America’s Poets
Edited by Alexander Neubauer
KNOPF | PAPER | 368 PAGES | $18.00

Orhan Pamuk

**THE NAÏVE AND THE SENTIMENTAL NOVELIST**
Translated by Nazim Dikbas
VINTAGE | PAPER | 208 PAGES | $14.95

James Salter

**DUSK AND OTHER STORIES**
Introduction by Philip Gourevitch
MODERN LIBRARY | PAPER | 160 PAGES | $15.00

Darin Strauss

**HALF A LIFE**
_A Memoir_
RANDOM HOUSE | PAPER | 224 PAGES | $13.00

Kurt Vonnegut

**WHILE MORTALS SLEEP**
Unpublished Short Fiction
Foreword by Dave Eggers
DIAL PRESS | PAPER | 272 PAGES | $16.00
A documentation of composition studies’ roots in the field of English education.
CCCC Professional Equity Project (PEP)
Cengage Learning is a proud sponsor of the Professional Equity Project (PEP). This initiative—put forth by the National Council of Teachers of English/Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC)—helps strengthen the quality of teaching in composition through attendance and participation in the annual CCCC.

CCCC offers grants to teachers of writing with part-time or adjunct status at two- and four-year colleges and universities to attend the CCCC annual convention. The grant includes funds to help cover expenses, a paid registration for the conference, and a coupon good for one membership in CCCC. For more information on this initiative and the nomination process, please visit www.ncte.org/cccc/awards/pep.

TeamUP Faculty Programs: Take flight.
For more than a decade, TeamUP Faculty Programs have helped faculty reach and engage students through peer-to-peer consultations, workshops, and professional development conferences. Our Faculty Programs Consultants are a team of full-time educators and expert teachers who understand your challenges whether your classroom is on the ground, online, or both. They are available to share their experiences using Cengage Learning solutions as well as instructional best practices developed in their own classrooms. Learn more at www.cengage.com/teamup.

CourseCare connects you with people.
CourseCare is a revolutionary program providing you with exceptional services and support to integrate your Cengage Learning Digital Solution into your course. Our dedicated team of digital solutions experts will partner with you to design and implement a program built around your course needs. We offer in-depth, one-on-one professional training of our programs and access to a 24/7 Technical Support website. To connect with CourseCare, visit www.cengage.com/coursecare.

Visit our exhibit booth numbers 101,103,105,200,202,204 or go to www.cengage.com/english for more information.
Pair your Wadsworth text with the perfect technology for the way you teach!

Enhanced InSite™ includes the following valuable resources:

• GradeMark® paperless grading functionality
• Originality Checker, powered by Turnitin®
• PeerMark® peer review tools

To experience Enhanced InSite, visit our exhibit booth or go to www.cengage.com/insite.

Create an affordable and customizable online reader in minutes with CourseReader!

CourseReader is a fully customizable online reader that provides access to hundreds of sources—including readings, audio, and video selections—to complement your Composition or Literature course. Our growing list of readers includes Argument, Writing Across the Curriculum, Rhetorical Modes, Themes, Sustainability, Pop Culture, Introduction to Literature, American Literature, Chaucer, and Shakespeare.

To learn more about CourseReader, visit our exhibit booth or go to www.cengage.com/coursereader.

Help your students write better research papers! Give them access to Questia: Trusted Online Research.

With Questia, students can

• Access a growing full-text online library—over 77,000 copyrighted books and 4 million articles.
• Quote and cite reliable materials with confidence and get better grades.
• Eliminate frustration with a single, 24/7 online research destination.
• Save time with intuitive research tools for organizing, storing, and managing work.

To learn more about Questia, visit our exhibit booth or go to www.cengage.com/community/questia.

Visit our exhibit booth numbers 101, 103, 105, 200, 202, 204 or go to www.cengage.com/english for more information.
New Titles Available Now ©2013

**COMPOSITION**

**Handbooks**
The Hodges Harbrace Handbook, 18th Edition
Glenn | Gray
978-1-111-34670-6

Glenn | Gray
978-1-111-35429-9
Also Available: Paperback Format

**NEW!** Keys to Successful Writing: A Handbook for College and Career, 1st Edition
Raimes | Jerskey
978-1-111-35369-8

The Brief Wadsworth Handbook, 7th Edition
Kirszner | Mandell
978-1-111-83303-9

Pocket Keys for Writers, 4th Edition
Raimes
978-1-111-83301-5

**NEW!** Harbrace Essentials with Resources for Multilingual Writers
Glenn | Gray
978-1-133-59078-1

**NEW!** Harbrace Essentials with Resources for Writing in the Disciplines
Glenn | Gray
978-1-133-59088-0

**Writing Guides**
Cengage Advantage Books: Ideas & Details, 8th Edition
Bauman
978-0-840-02884-6

Connelly
978-1-111-83908-6
Also Available: Brief Edition
978-1-111-84137-9

Bridges to Better Writing, 2nd Edition
Nazario | Borchers | Lewis
978-1-111-83387-9

COMP, 2nd Edition
VanderMey | Meyer | Van Rys | Sebranek
978-1-133-30774-7

Steps to Writing Well with Additional Readings, Enhanced, 8th Edition
Wyrick
978-1-133-30923-9

Writing in the Works, 3rd Edition
Blau | Burak
978-1-111-83460-9

The Harbrace Guide to Writing, 2nd Edition
Glenn
978-1-111-34909-7
Also Available: Brief and Concise Editions

The Composition of Everyday Life, Brief 4th Edition
Mauk | Metz
978-1-111-84054-9
Also Available: Concise Edition

Murray
978-0-840-02885-3

**Research Guides**
Research Papers, 16th Edition
Coyle | Law
978-1-111-83951-2

Research Strategies for a Digital Age, 4th Edition
Tensen
978-0-840-02882-2

Trimmer
978-1-111-83707-5

**NEW!** A Guide to APA Documentation, 1st Edition
Trimmer
978-0-840-03010-8

**Readers**
The Essay Connection, 10th Edition
Bloom
978-0-840-03007-8

Readings for Writers, 14th Edition
McCue-Metherell | Winkler
978-1-111-83706-8

**NEW!** National Geographic Readers
Green
978-1-133-60358-0
Gender and Culture
978-1-133-60359-7
Cultural Identity in America
978-1-133-60428-0

**Argument**
Dynamic Argument, 2nd Edition
Lamm | Everett
978-1-111-84106-5
Also Available: Brief Edition

Inventing Arguments, 3rd Edition
Mauk | Metz
978-0-840-02775-7
Also Available: Brief Edition

**NEW!** The Well-Crafted Argument: Across the Curriculum
White | Billings
978-1-133-05047-6

**LITERATURE**

Literature: Reading, Reacting, Writing, 8th Edition
Kirszner | Mandell
978-1-111-34480-1
Also Available: Portable and Compact Editions
Portable 978-1-111-83904-8
Compact 978-1-111-83901-7

Legacies: Fiction, Poetry, Drama, Nonfiction, 5th Edition
Schmidt | Crockett
978-0-495-89803-0
Also Available: Portable Edition

Request a Review Copy Online: www.cengage.com/english
“They Say / I Say” with Readings 2e
GERALD GRAFF / CATHY BIRKENSTEIN / RUSSEL DURST
The best-selling text)reader on academic writing, with readings that will provoke students to think—and write—about 5 important issues: Is Higher Education Worth the Price? Is Pop Culture Actually Good for You? Is Fast Food the New Tobacco? Why Does It Matter Who Wins the Big Game? What’s Up with the American Dream?

“Hands down it’s the best composition book I’ve ever come across.”
—MICHAEL JAUCHEN, COLBY-SAWYER COLLEGE

Back to the Lake: A Reader for Writers 2e
THOMAS COOLEY
A fresh take on the rhetorical modes, showing how they are used in texts of all kinds—and that they are central to all the writing, speaking, and thinking that we do. Now with 34 new readings, a chapter on academic writing, and editorial apparatus that explicitly links the readings to the writing instruction.

“Wow. These are essays I’d be excited to teach. Fabulous work!”
—DARREN DEFRAIN, WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY

The Norton Reader 13e
LINDA PETERSON / JOHN BRERETON / JOSEPH BIZUP
ANNE FERNALD / MELISSA GOLDFTHWAITE
The book that has introduced millions of writing students to the essay as a genre, now with a new generation of editors, and a unique new website that allows you to sort and search for readings by theme, genre, mode, and keyword.

“It’s a book that prompts both instructors and students to think about many of the most important questions being discussed across the academy today. And it gives our very diverse faculty plenty of choice at a reasonable price.”
—ALAN AINSWORTH, HOUSTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Everyone’s an Author
ANDREA LUNSFORD / LISA EDE / BEVERLY MOSS
CAROLE CLARK PAPPER / KEITH WALTERS
A new rhetoric whose title reflects the reality that today everyone with a computer can publish what they write—and that invites students to see themselves as authors, giving them the tools to write across genres, media, cultures, and audiences.
Available July 2012 with and without an anthology of readings, in print or as an ebook. Please come to the Norton booth to get a preview booklet.
“This is a book that’s driven by rhetorical theory, focused on the genres students need to write, attuned to real-world writing, and responsive to both digital and print discourses: all good things, in my opinion. It would fit nicely, I think, with my program’s goals.”
—WILLIAM LALICKER, WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY

The Little Seagull Handbook
RICHARD BULLOCK / FRANCINE WEINBERG
The only pocket handbook that covers the specific kinds of writing students are routinely assigned: arguments, analyses, reports, narratives, and more. Available as a spiral-bound book and in a digital format for iPhones and other handheld devices.
“Smart and useful—and well-designed. Students can easily find what they need.”
—SUSANMARIE HARRINGTON, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT

The Norton Mix
A database of 350 selections—mostly essays, but also stories, poems, plays, speeches, and images—for creating a custom reader.
“The Norton Mix is exactly what we hoped for . . . and the process of putting together our own reader was straightforward and oddly rewarding. Working with Norton—book people—was a pleasure.”
—KEN COOK, NATIONAL PARK COMMUNITY COLLEGE

(800)233-4830 • WWNORTON.COM
Pearson – We believe in learning.

Ready.
You’re ready to pioneer new frontiers—to meet the challenges of these changing times and engage your students through innovative approaches and dynamic course materials. Pearson is ready to help. Publishers of Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary and Roget’s Thesaurus, we’ve been shaping the landscape of how English is taught and used for over 200 years. In the past decade, Pearson has partnered with you to develop digital solutions, including the market-leading English MyLab products, which have helped over 2 million students succeed in their writing and reading endeavors. From printing press to iPad®, Pearson delivers solid content with proven results.

Set.
You’ve set a course for yourself and your students. You know your destination and how to get there. Because each student learns and each instructor teaches in his or her own way, Pearson offers a full range of customizable digital and print-based materials to support your journey. Additionally, we provide more professional development resources and training opportunities than any other partner, to speed you and your students toward your goals.

Let’s Go.
Like you, we know that wherever learning and literacy flourish, so do people and communities. Visit us at www.englishinstructorexchange.com to learn how we can work together to help students achieve academic success and continue the journey as lifelong learners, engaged with the world, its people and its possibilities.

ALWAYS LEARNING
NEW IN HANDBOOKS

The Little, Brown Handbook
H. Ramsey Fowler & Jane E. Aaron

The Little, Brown Compact Handbook
Jane E. Aaron

The Little Penguin Handbook
Lester B. Faigley

The Little DK Handbook
Anne Frances Wysocki & Dennis A. Lynch

NEW IN RHETORICS

Writing: A Guide for College and Beyond
Lester B. Faigley
Available in Brief and Concise

Comp Online
Christine A. Hult

Writing Today
Richard Johnson-Sheehan & Charles Paine

Student's Book of College English
David Skwire & Harvey S. Wiener

NEW IN ARGUMENT

Writing Arguments
John D. Ramage, John C. Bean & June C. Johnson
Available in Brief and Concise

Perspectives on Argument
Nancy V. Wood
Available in Concise

Envision
Christine Alfano & Alyssa O'Brien
Available with Readings

Good Reasons
Lester B. Faigley & Jack Selzer
Available with Readings

PEARSON
NEW IN READERS

Greg Barnhisel  Diana George & John Trimbur  Gary J. Goshgarian  Aaron Morales

NEW IN READERS

John J. Ruszkiewicz, Daniel Anderson & Christy Friend  James C. McDonald  Kim Flachmann & Michael Flachmann  Judith Nadell, John A Langan & Eliza A. Comodromos

NEW IN RESEARCH

Bruce Ballenger  Jim D. Lester Jr. & James D. Lester (late)

ALWAYS LEARNING
NEW TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Proven Results • Engaging Experiences • Trusted Partner
Over 2 million students and 1,000 programs have used an English MyLab product from Pearson. Why? Because they work. Learn about the success instructors and students have had with our English MyLab products at www.pearsonhighered.com/englishmylabs. (click “Success Stories”)

MyWritingLab™
MyWritingLab helps with skill remediation and writing improvement via two practice engines: Writing Skills, mastery based skill practice offering progressive exercise sets, and Writing Practice, low-stakes writing practice where students’ written submissions are automatically scored by Pearson’s proven Intelligent Essay Assessor.

MyCompLab®
MyCompLab provides instructors with the flexibility to teach their course their way. Whether it is increasing grading efficiency or just reducing the amount of time spent building assignments or peer review groups, MyCompLab empowers instructors to direct their course based on their objectives and helps them negotiate the practical details of composition instruction.

For more information, please stop by the Pearson booth, visit www.pearsonhighered.com/english, or contact your local Pearson representative at www.pearsonhighered.com/replocator.
Bedford Service & Support
We’re here for you.

The Bedford Promise
Visit us at our booth and online to explore all the things we deliver for teachers—including classroom, pedagogical, and technical support.
Explore bedfordstmartins.com/support.

The Bedford Test Drive
You’re a crucial part of what we do. Visit us at our booth to test-drive our media—and sign up online to get e-mail updates and invitations to review the books and media we have in the pipeline.
Sign up bedfordstmartins.com/englishupdates.

Your Bedford Account
With a Bedford Instructor Account, you can download and request copies of Instructor Manuals, test banks, PowerPoint presentations, Bedford Coursepacks, and more.
Sign up bedfordstmartins.com/myaccount.
Because teaching is central to composition, Bedford/St. Martin’s is committed to supporting the work that teachers do. Visit TeachingCentral for a complete list of free print and online professional resources for instructors. 
bedfordstmartins.com/teachingcentral

NEW

Writing Together
Collaboration in Theory and Practice
Andrea A. Lunsford
Stanford University
Lisa Ede
Oregon State University

NEW

The Bedford Bibliography for Teachers of Writing
Seventh Edition
Nedra Reynolds
University of Rhode Island
Jay Dolmage
University of Waterloo
Patricia Bizzell
College of the Holy Cross
Bruce Herzberg
Bentley College
Rules for Writers
Seventh Edition

Rules for Writers has been thoroughly tested in classrooms and writing centers all over America. It’s the handbook students buy because it’s affordable; it's the handbook students use because it's accessible. And it's the handbook instructor's trust because the advice is clear and the coverage is comprehensive. Also available in a tabbed version that includes a section on writing about literature.

A Pocket Style Manual
Sixth Edition

Used by nearly a quarter million students each year, A Pocket Style Manual is a straightforward, inexpensive quick reference, with content flexible enough to suit the needs of writers in the humanities, social sciences, sciences, health professions, business, and beyond. Its slim format, brief length, and spiral binding make it easy for students to keep the book with them for every writing assignment, in any class.

NEW

When it comes to value, Rules rules

NEW

The handbook students hold on to
The writer’s handbook—reimagined

**Writer’s Help**  
An Online Handbook  
Diana Hacker, Stephen A. Bernhardt, and Nancy Sommers

Based on the content writing teachers trust, informed by interviews with more than 2,000 college writers, and powered by a search engine that recognizes student language, *Writer’s Help* is a robust new handbook—one that helps close the gap between search and find.

Support for teaching with any Hacker handbook

hackerhandbooks.com

**Between the Drafts**  
A Teaching Journal

Read Nancy Sommer’s updates about working with student writers.

**Teaching with Hacker Handbooks**  
Marcy Carbajal Van Horn

Check out lesson plans, customizable activities, and advice about integrating a handbook into your course. Available online and in print.
Andrea Lunsford knows student writing

**The St. Martin’s Handbook** is the first handbook to help students build on the smart decisions they make as social writers in order to succeed in their academic and professional work.

**The Everyday Writer**’s more visual coverage of the writing process, research and documentation, and critical thinking and argument help prepare students for today’s everyday writing challenges—from managing a research project to texting a professor.

**EasyWriter** distills Andrea Lunsford’s teaching and research into the essentials that writers need to make good rhetorical choices—all in a pocket handbook that’s easy to use, easy to carry, and easy to afford.

Support for teaching with any Lunsford handbook

lunsfordhandbooks.com

Follow Andrea Lunsford on Facebook

**Teacher to Teacher**

A Bedford Bits Blog

Read Andrea Lunsford’s updates on the literacy revolution.

**Teaching with Lunsford Handbooks**

Unleash your handbook’s potential with a collection of advice, teaching tips, and sample documents. Available online and in print.
Because there is more than one writing process

How to Write Anything
A Guide and Reference with Readings
Second Edition

John J. Ruszkiewicz, University of Texas at Austin
Jay T. Dolmage, University of Waterloo

Designed to be clear and simple, the Guide lays out focused advice for writing common academic and real-world genres, while the Reference covers the range of writing skills that students need as they work across genres and disciplines. Genre-based readings engage students and inspire ideas. The result is everything you need to teach composition in a flexible, highly visual guide, reference, and reader. The second edition gives students more support for academic writing, more help choosing and working with genres, and new advice on multimodal composing. Now includes multimodal content in the e-Library for How to Write Anything packaged for free with the print book.

“My students and my teachers are absolutely delighted with this text. It offers everything that is needed to supplement the classroom without overwhelming students. The voice and tone of the text are always encouraging for students and never condescending.”

— Karen Jobe, Oklahoma State University-Oklahoma City
Successful College Writing
Skills, Strategies, Learning Styles
Fifth Edition
Kathleen T. McWhorter
Niagara County Community College

Because so many first-year writing students lack the basic skills the course demands, reading specialist McWhorter offers step-by-step strategies for writing and research, detailed coverage of the nine rhetorical patterns of development, extensive instruction in active and critical reading, 60 readings that provide strong rhetorical models, and practical advice on study and college survival skills, as well as an easy-to-use handbook in the complete edition.

St. Martin’s Guide coverage—brief and value-priced

Axelrod & Cooper’s Concise Guide to Writing
Sixth Edition
Rise B. Axelrod, University of California, Riverside
Charles R. Cooper, University of California, San Diego

Adapted from the best-selling St. Martin’s Guide to Writing, Axelrod & Cooper’s Concise Guide to Writing provides complete writing coverage in a brief format and at a great price. Streamlined and redesigned, this new edition represents a bold reimagining of the way students work and offers them practical, class-tested strategies for writing effectively in an increasingly visual world.
A brief guide that takes reading seriously

**Writing in Response**  
Matthew Parfitt  
*Boston University’s College of General Studies*

*Writing in Response* is a flexible, brief rhetoric that offers a unique focus on analysis and reflection—the skills at the heart of academic writing. It helps students compose academic essays by showing how active reading and exploratory writing bring fresh ideas to light and how informal response is developed into polished, documented prose. Extensively class tested, *Writing in Response* emphasizes the key techniques common to reading, thinking, and writing throughout the humanities and social sciences by teaching students the value of a social, incremental, and recursive writing process.

New for writing and research

**FieldWorking**  
Reading and Writing Research  
Fourth Edition  
Bram Stom, Jacqueline W. Oppenheimer, and Donald R. Meyers

**The Bedford Researcher**  
Mike Palmquist

*FieldWorking* Write, and engage the world  
*The Bedford Researcher* The research writer’s survival guide
What’s new in readers?

What is the value of a reader? A great reader connects with students. It pulls in texts and images, compelling ideas and concrete models, and a few surprises. But a high-quality reader is more than the sum of its parts. It gives you—and your students—a structure to build on, a framework for talking together and doing the work of composition.

See what’s new at bedfordstmartins.com/readers.
Demystifies academic writing

**From Inquiry to Academic Writing**  
A Text and Reader  
Second Edition  

*Stuart Greene, University of Notre Dame*  
*April Lidinsky, Indiana University South Bend*

*From Inquiry to Academic Writing: A Text and Reader* demystifies cross-curricular thinking and writing by breaking it down into a series of habits and skills that students can learn in order to join academic conversations. The second edition features many more, varied, and contemporary readings throughout. The extensive thematic reader, newly organized around specific disciplines, opens up thought-provoking conversations about key issues in Education, Media Studies, Business, International Relations, Biology, and Environmental Studies.

Make writing the center of the writing course

**Writing about Writing**  
A College Reader  

*Elizabeth Wardle, University of Central Florida*  
*Doug Downs, Montana State University*

Quickly adopted by hundreds of instructors, *Writing about Writing* presents accessible writing studies research by authors such as Donald Murray, Mike Rose, and Deborah Brandt, together with popular texts by authors such as Malcolm X, Sherman Alexie, and Junot Díaz. Throughout the book, friendly explanations and scaffolded questions help students connect to readings and—even more important—develop knowledge about writing they can use in college, at work, and in their everyday lives.
Bedford/St. Martin’s
you get more | bedfordstmartins.com

A reader for every budget

THE PORTABLE SERIES: Our most affordable option at only $25 net.

MID-SIZE EXCEPTIONAL PRICE: Only $32 net.

EVERYDAY VALUES: Compare all our reader prices—already 10-20% below the competition.

EVERYDAY VALUES: Package any two Bedford/St. Martin’s composition titles and save 20% on the package.

SPECIAL VALUE OFFER

Package any portable reader with Diana Hacker’s Rules for Writers for only $40 net.

Package either mid-size reader with Diana Hacker’s Rules for Writers for only $50 net.
The best-selling technical communication
text for a reason

**Technical Communication**
Tenth Edition
**Mike Markel**, Boise State University

*Technical Communication* models the principles it teaches, demonstrating practical strategies that students can put to use right away—in class or on the job. Mike Markel offers clear, friendly advice and up-to-the-minute real-world examples to show students how to tackle the major types of documents and writing situations they will encounter in their professional lives. Easy-to-reference guidelines, up-to-date Tech Tips, and handy checklists throughout the book help students apply appropriate strategies. With every edition, instructors tell us, Markel continues to get it right. Now available with *Multimedia Models* packaged for free.

Quick-access references with all the writing models students need

**NEW**

The best-selling technical communication
text for a reason

**Technical Communication**
Tenth Edition
**Mike Markel**, Boise State University

*Technical Communication* models the principles it teaches, demonstrating practical strategies that students can put to use right away—in class or on the job. Mike Markel offers clear, friendly advice and up-to-the-minute real-world examples to show students how to tackle the major types of documents and writing situations they will encounter in their professional lives. Easy-to-reference guidelines, up-to-date Tech Tips, and handy checklists throughout the book help students apply appropriate strategies. With every edition, instructors tell us, Markel continues to get it right. Now available with *Multimedia Models* packaged for free.

Quick-access references with all the writing models students need

**NEW**
Help students discover why and how literature matters

**Making Literature Matter**
An Anthology for Readers and Writers
Fifth Edition
John Schilb, Indiana University
John Clifford, University of North Carolina at Wilmington

In its fifth edition, *Making Literature Matter* continues to deliver on the promise of its title. Its thematic anthology gathers memorable stories, poems, plays, and essays into unique literary clusters addressing issues that rouse passionate responses in students. At the same time, its comprehensive rhetoric shows students how to harness those responses into thoughtful arguments about the issues raised by the clusters and the literature.

**Approaching Literature**
Reading • Thinking • Writing
Third Edition
Peter Schakel, Hope College
Jack Ridl, Hope College

With its affordable price, its streamlined and student-friendly text, and its commitment to showcasing the most engaging and diverse literary works publishing right now, *Approaching Literature* offers all students something that will allow them to experience meaningful immersion into the world of literature.
Sized and priced to go

Literature to Go
Michael Meyer, University of Connecticut

Literature to Go is not simply a modestly sized and priced anthology of extraordinary literature. It’s a complete guide to reading and writing about literary works—from classic masterpieces to today’s flash fiction.

Do more. Pay less. Create your own adventure.

Also available from Michael Meyer

Introducing...

Lit Bits
Ideas for Teaching Literature and Creative Writing

Looking for new ways to teach literature? Fresh assignments for your creative writing course? Check in with our Lit Bits bloggers for teaching ideas you can use today.
Bedford/St. Martin’s
you get more | bedfordstmartins.com

New for developmental courses

Bedford/St. Martin’s, the most successful publisher of course materials for composition, is serious about writing at all levels. For basic writing courses, we take great care in creating books and media that solve real classroom challenges. See what’s new at bedfordstmartins.com/developmental.

**Stepping Stones**
Built from results-driven research in the basic writing classroom

**Foundations First**
Help basic writers build a solid foundation for success

**Real Essays**
Because the real world requires real writers

**Writing First**
Get your students writing first

**A Commonsense Guide to Grammar and Usage**
Grammar made easy—at a great low price

DEVELOPMENTAL
Help developmental students focus on learning

WritingClass
A Bedford/St. Martin’s Online Course Space

WritingClass makes it easier to show student writers what they’ve done and where they need to go next. Diagnostics, exercises, writing and commenting tools, step-by-step lessons, and Learning Curve—a new interactive tool that adapts to students’ skill level as it guides them through essential topics—give your students the help they need to improve writing, grammar, punctuation, and editing skills in one completely customizable course space.


SkillsClass
A Bedford/St. Martin’s Online Course Space

Developed for courses and programs that cover more than writing alone, SkillsClass features the same interactive tools as WritingClass, along with over 30 easy-to-assign lessons on reading, writing, grammar, and study skill topics, from Active Reading to Writing Arguments, and from Finding and Fixing Fragments to Time Management.

Coming soon!